
WALT: To learn how to experiment with flipping and rotating images  

WILF: To see a minimum of 4 different edits with both edited and 
original Photographs – To take your original images and transform them 

into an exciting, original kaleidoscope



Flip and rotate 
original image 
x 4



Cropped image 
Flip and rotate x 4



WILF: To Experiment with 6 different shapes and rotations, possibly layering sections 
and moving onto Photoshop. 
1. Create a new slide INSERT SHAPE and choose the shape you want 
2. Click on the shape so the white dots are showing

WALT: To learn how to cut out shapes & experiment with flipping and 
rotating images  

Summon Format Task Pane

1.Open or create a slide which already has a 
shape, select the shape, as you can see in Figure 
1.

Figure 
1: Slide 
with shape

2.Right-click the shape to bring up a 
contextual menu, as shown in Figure 
2. Within the contextual menu select 
the Format Shape option (see Figure 
2, again).

Figure 2: Format 
Shape option



3.This brings up the Format Shape Task pane, 
pinned on the right side of the interface, as shown 
highlighted in red within Figure 3.

1.

Figure 3: Format Shape Task pane

As you can see in Figure 3 above, the Format 
Task pane shows Format Shape options as we 
accessed the right-click menu from a selected 
shape. The formatting options change based on 
the object selected:



WILF: To Experiment with 6 different shapes and 
rotations, possibly layering sections and moving 
onto Photoshop. 

1. Create a new slide INSERT SHAPE and choose 
the shape you want 

2. Click on the shape so the white dots are 
showing

3. Go to Shape Format –Shape Fill- Picture and 
choose the Photo you want.

4. This will come up inside your shape –

2.

1.

3.

WALT: To learn how to cut out 
shapes & experiment with 
flipping and rotating images  



1. You can change the shape by clicking on the shape – Go to 
Format picture –Crop and change the shape



https://www.photoshopessentials.com/photo-
effects/flip-mirror/




